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Tips for Writing Letters
to Elected Officials
If your legislators don’t hear from you, they tend to think that you are satisfied with the job they’re doing as your representative or senator. You need
to stay in contact with your elected officials!
These officials use letters from their constituents as one way to measure
public opinion on various issues – this means you! Their offices count the
pieces of mail FOR and AGAINST every issue and report this information
back to the legislator.
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In Your Letter:

2 Make sure the elected official knows you are her/his constituent
(that you live in their district).

2 Cover one subject per letter. If you have LOTS to say, write more than one letter!
2 If a bill number will identify the issue, include it. Then describe the piece of
legislation and how it affects you personally. Legislators tend to respond to personal stories more than facts and figures when coming from constituents.
2 If you know the position taken by your legislative representative, include it. This
demonstrates to the legislator that you are serious and are keeping a close watch
on the progress of the bill.
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Selling Your Position
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2 State your position and exactly what you want the legislator to do in your first

paragraph. Be brief and concise. You can send background materials and talking
points with the letter.
2 Type or write your letter clearly! Give reasons for your position. Remember, you
are essentially trying to sell your idea or position on an issue to the legislator.
2 Avoid deeply emotional demands or threats. Legislators want to know how a bill
or proposal will affect the lives of their constituents, so tell them about your
own personal experiences.

Follow Up

What if?

2 So what do you do if you

Please see Appendix 1 for an example.

receive a response from your
legislator that makes it seem
that they didn’t care to even
read your letter? (A possible
example: they sent a form letter in response that references
a completely different topic
than you wrote about).

2 Write them back! Make it
known that you are not satisfied with their answer and
request that your original
question be addressed.

2 Request a reply. You are much more likely to receive a reply if you ask.
2 When you receive a reply from the legislator informing you that she/he supports
the position you have advocated, write back and that her/him.
2 If you receive a reply that informs you of intent to vote in opposition of your
position, write and explain your position again. Don’t let her/him off the hook!
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Tips for Hosting a
Letter-Writing Party

One effective method to solicit multiple letters for your issue is to host a letter-writing party. An individual or an organization can host the parties. They
can be as large or as small and as formal or informal as the host wants. The
goal is to make it easy for individuals to write their legislators.
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Hosting a Letter Writing Party

2 Let your guests know it’s a letter writing party. Don’t surprise them!
2 Have sample letters and information on your issue available for use by your guests.
2 Have plenty of paper, pens and envelopes on hand.
2 Make sure there are places where guests can write comfortably.
2 You may want to separate the areas used for letter writing and socializing.
2 Have stamps on hand to show guests that their letter is being sent out right away!
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Other Important Things to Keep in Mind

2 Your goal is to generate mail. At an informal party, you may
need to make more of an effort to get people to sit down and
write their letters.
2 Follow up! Be sure to thank your guests for their time.
2 Let lobbying organizations know you held the party because
that information is important for their work. They also track
the amount of mail going to legislators in case they are untruthful about constituent responses on “hot-button” issues.

If an Organization is Hosting the Party

2 Be sure to ask people to join. If they are already members, ask
them to make a contribution.

2 Ask people to join your group’s email alert list so they can get
up-to-the-minute action alerts.

Please see Appendix 2 for a
sample agenda for a LetterWriting Party.
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Tips for Contacting Your
Legislator by Phone
Legislators also count phone calls that are either FOR or AGAINST an issue.
Phone calls to legislative offices are most useful when a vote has been
scheduled and there isn’t time to write or visit the office.
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Making the Call

2 Expect your call to be answered by the office staff. If you ask for information
about the legislator’s position, expect that you will either receive a letter in
the mail or a return call.
2 If you call to register an opinion, you can expect staff to record your call on
paper and take your name and address to verify your residence in their
district. They will then give a summary of your call to the appropriate staff
person.
2 If you are calling to request information about the legislator’s position, your
call may also be transferred to the staff person in charge of the issue. She/he
will be able to discuss in detail the legislator’s position and the current status
of pending legislation.
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2 Cover one subject per call. Different staffers handle different issues for the
legislator.
2 Make sure the staff person who speaks with you knows you live in the
legislator’s district. Be sure to provide the staff member with your name,
address, and phone number for follow up.
2 Make sure to have the person recording your call to read back your
name and address. If you are calling about a “hot-button” issue, the
staff may not be recording calls from constituents who oppose the
legislator’s position.

Selling Your Position

2 If there is a pending vote, your phone call should be short and simple:

Educating your legislator about important issues that affect
you and your community is a great way to get involved!

Activists who contact or meet with elected officials make an important contribution to the movement for progressive issues and universal equality. Officials
count votes, they count contributions to their campaign, and they count
phones calls, letters, and office visits. Even if your official is supportive to
your issues, you should still call, visit, and write, since they will also be hearing from the opposing side.

• “I support/oppose [bill number], the [bill name] and I urge
Senator/Representative [name] to vote for/against the legislation.”
• This information will be recorded and forwarded to the appropriate staff
person.
2 If the issue isn’t pending, it is still important to be brief and concise in your
conversation.
• Be prepared to state your position, what you want the legislator to do,
and be ready to back up your position with one or two
supporting/opposing arguments.

Follow Up

2 If the staff person doesn’t have an answer for you, ask them to speak with the
legislator and get back to you either by phone or letter.

2 If you receive a reply by phone, thank the staff person for getting back to you,
even if the information is bad news.
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Tips for Writing Effective
Letters to the Editor
When your letter appears on the editorial page, you probably have the
largest audience you will ever address. More than one-third of the newspaper’s audience regularly reads the editorial pages in their newspapers. A letter to the editor is a great way to educate people about your issue.

10 Quick Tips on Writing Letters to the Editor
1. If you don’t email your letter, type the letter double-spaced on 8 x 11-inch
paper. If you hand-write your letter, be sure that it is easily legible and use
only one side of the page.
2. Plan your first sentence carefully. Grab your reader by referring to a cur
rent event. Usually, its best to refer to an event related to your topic.
3. Keep your letter focused on one issue. Save other issues for other letters.
4. Keep most of the important information in the opening paragraphs.
Newspaper editors may cut your letter to fit available space. Be sure to
comply with the requirements regarding length noted on the editorial page.
5. Write in the active voice using short, declarative sentences and action verbs
to express your thoughts as clearly as possible.
6. Use personal experiences.
7. Challenge the readers to write to their school boards and superintendents if
the issue affects local schools and students, or their elected representatives
if it affects their communities, cities, or state.
8. Sign your name and type your name, address, and telephone number.
9. If you are a leader in or a member of an organization, include that in
your letter.
10.Include your elected official’s name in the letter. This will ensure that she
or he will see it. Legislators subscribe to news clipping services to keep
track of their name’s appearance in the press.

Please see Appendix 3 for Sample Letter To The Editor.
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Tips for Writing
Guest Editorials

Raising awareness, defending your position, and moving citizens to action:
these are things you may be called upon called upon to do fairly often. And
there are many ways to accomplish these goals; one good way is to reach
out to your own community by writing a guest column or editorial for your
local or campus newspaper.
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Guest editorials, if written well, can be important in swaying public opinion, especially on
current ‘hot-button’ issues in your community.
Find out in advance what the publication’s
policy is on guest editorials and columns.
Call the publication’s editorial office ahead of
time to find out their guest editorial policies and
what their formatting requirements are. You
may need to explain why your views are important and why the publication should grant you
this space.

Guest editorials are newspaper or
magazine opinion pieces, usually 400
to 800 words long that are written
by someone who isn’t part of the
publication’s normal staff. These
articles appear in the Opinion and
Editorial (Op-Ed) section .

Space is often limited and competition fierce for guest editorials,
so be prepared to persuade the paper to let you write.

Optional: Select a writer for the piece. If possible, find a known public figure
that is involved with or sympathizes with your cause. People do notice who the
author is. If you can’t get a well-known ‘name’ to write the piece, it won’t be
disastrous, but it always helps. More importantly, find someone who is a good
writer. Also think about ‘ghost writing’ a guest editorial and then getting a public figure to sign their name to the editorial. By signing a public figure’s name
to the editorial, you will be adding to the impact of the message.
Know the format requirements for guest columns and editorials. This is
so important, it must be stated twice! The publication will reject your editorial
in most cases if you do not follow proper formatting guidelines. Requirements
will vary between publications. Be sure to find out the requirements before
writing your editorial!
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Start Writing. Decide on the main message of your piece and keep it in mind
while you’re writing. For example, your main message might be ‘students cannot learn if they are being discriminated against in school.’ If you have a vocal
opposition, present a counter-argument to your opponent’s position. Refute
their statements with factual evidence, and don’t stoop to name-calling. If possible, ask the reader to DO something – register to vote, attend a meeting,
write a letter, protest. Appeals that ask readers to take some sort of action are
more likely to stick in their minds.
Review your work and get feedback. Check carefully for errors first, then
get additional, objective opinions from as many people as you possibly can,
including people from outside your group. Get their honest opinions and use
their feedback to help you decide on the final version of your guest column or
editorial.
Submit your piece for publication. You’re now ready to send in your guest
editorial! Double-check that you’ve met all the submission and format guidelines and get it in before the deadline. Be sure to follow up with a letter to the
newspaper, thanking them for letting you write your piece!

Please see Appendix 4 for Sample
Guest Editorial.
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Setting Up a Meeting
with Your Legislator

Before the Meeting
1. Build a team to meet with your legislator. Generally, you should not go
alone to meet with your representative or senator. Instead, you should get a
small team of 3-5 people to go together. Not only does this make the visit
less intimidating, you will each fill different roles in the meeting.
2. Research the legislator’s background. Find out as much as you can about
the legislator. What motivates this legislator? Did she/he have an opponent
in the primary or the general election? Do you have points of commonality,
e.g. go to the same school, or are in the same political party? Check bills
filed by the legislator, press releases sent out by her/his office, newspaper
articles about your legislator, etc.
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3. Role-play the meeting with your group. You each will fill different roles in
the meeting and you should each prepare for those roles.
4. Prepare information for the legislator. Don’t get carried away with
literature. Give them a one-page fact sheet and a copy of the bill.
5. Write a letter requesting a meeting. The letter should be properly addressed
and should include the following elements:
2Introduction of yourself, your organization, and where you’re from
2Request for a meeting
2Topic for the meeting
2Your position and talking points
2Proposed meeting times
2Request for follow-up action
6. Call the office to follow up. Ask to speak to the staffer or aide who handles
the legislator’s schedule. Schedule a time to meet. Your request should be for
no more than 15 minutes.
After the Meeting
1. Report your meeting. Go back to your group or organization and tell them
how it went! Debrief and discuss what was said during the meeting. Also notify
any non-profit or lobby organizations in your area that are working on the same
issues. They will be interested to hear how your meeting went.
2. Send a thank-you note. Send the legislator a thank-you note thanking them
for their time and affirming any commitments they made.
3. Follow-Up! You made first contact – it should not be the last! Use the first visit
as an opportunity to build a relationship with your legislator.

Please see Appendix 5 for a sample Letter to
Request a Meeting and Appendix 6 for Addressing
Procedures.
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The Visit

Because you will be attending the meeting with your legislator in a small group, it is
best to assign each person a role to fill during the meeting.
Facilitator
2 Introduces the group and manages the flow of conversation
2 Layout the Bill
• A role usually filled by the Facilitator
• Should answer the question: “What does the bill do?”
2 Talking Points
• A role sometimes filled by the Facilitator or another member of the group
2 Should answer the question: “Why does your group support this bill?”
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Personal Stories
2 One or two people should share their personal reasons for supporting this bill
• This bill will affect my family by…”
• I’ve been a victim of harassment in school.
Here’s what happened…”
• If HB 376 had already been law,
it would have made a difference by…”
Note Taker
2 Someone should always focus completely on taking notes of what
the legislator says. This person is usually silent during the course of
the meeting. Their only job is to write down everything that goes on.
Silent Supporters
2 In large groups (4-10), not everyone will speak. Some people can
be there just to lend their support and show strong constituent
support for the legislation.
THE ASK!
2 The most important role in the visit is THE ASK! Someone must
ask the legislator for an appropriate level of support. THE ASK will
be different depending on the legislator.
2 The basic, most common ASK is “Can we count on your
support for this bill?”
2 Other ASKs include:
• Will you co-sponsor this legislation?”
• Will you give us a committee hearing?”
• Will you author the bill?”
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Things to Remember
About The Lobby Visit

As if all of this preparation wasn’t enough, still be sure to follow the guidelines
below to make sure your lobby-visit goes as well as possible.
1. Dress appropriately, as if you were going to a business appointment.
2. Bring a friend or a group – this will make the lobby-visit less intimidating, and it’s
good to have backup and support. Try to bring no more than 5-10 people (some of
which will be silent supporters) and discuss talking points for each person to
address before the meeting begins. Be sure to choose one person to lead the meeting.
3. Start positively – thank her/him for meeting with you.
4. Introduce yourself/selves and identify your hometowns.
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5. Know your agenda and stick to it. Identify the purpose of your visit. What
bill/issue are you there to speak about and what do you want the legislator to do?
6. Outline the specific issues that you want to address.
7. Listen to the elected official – what you learn about their thinking is
extremely important. Ask questions that require specific answers. Elected
officials may try to shift the conversation to a more comfortable topic.
Keep returning to your central message and purpose.
8. Provide the legislator with copies of the fact sheets on the bill you’ll be
speaking about.
9. Specifically request support, i.e. “Please vote for the Dignity for All
Students Act, HR 376.”
10. Tell the truth! If you don’t have an answer, say so! Respectfully tell the
legislator that you do not know the answer to their question but that you
will find out the answer and contact them.
11. Don’t inflate your political clout or threaten not to vote for a member.
12. Acknowledge the possible political risks. Helping the official develop
bridge-building messages that can speak to the majority of their
constituents.
13. If you hit a wall during the visit and cannot make any headway with the
legislator, accept it. After the meeting, brainstorm creative solutions.
14. End on a positive note and review any agreements or requests for
information made by the legislator.
15. Thank her/him for the meeting.
And after the meeting, always be sure to send a thank-you letter restating
any agreements made or requests that were to be fulfilled by either party.
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4 Key Steps to Planning
an Action Piece
By Rabbi Michael Namath- Program Director of
the Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism

Looking at the world around us, it is easy to become overwhelmed by all of the
changes we want to effect. Yet it is key to recognize that in the end there are finite
resources. Despite our best efforts there are only so many hours in the day, dollars
in the bank, and friends that can help.
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What is the most effective method for providing the greatest impact?
1. Try to focus your action on a specific area or goal.
Keep in mind the things that will help to create a true, meaningful, and positive change. This first step is critical to help prevent the feeling that the
problem is overwhelming and cannot be solved. Sometimes it is best to
focus on the small incremental changes that can be fought for and won.
This creates a focused campaign that garners strength with each win. It is
important that there are successes early on in order to keep people interested and create greater strength. When calculating what you are going to ask
for keep in mind that it has to be something reasonable and winnable.
2. Determine who are you going to ask to move in a different direction.
Determine the person with the power to create the change you are asking to
see happen. It may be a local, regional, or national leader who can implement this action. Think about your allies and potential allies and their influence with the decision maker. In the world of advocacy there are grassroots, the many constituents, and grass tops, those in other positions of
power who can influence your targeted individual.

What you are asking for will determine the best
group of people to try and have as allies.
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3. Craft your message.
The message you present is the next key ingredient for success. Do
your homework to determine what are the most important issues and
areas of influence for the individual you are trying to influence.
Different arguments will work when attempting to get the support of
allies or your target.
It is important to talk about the positive impact that this change will
have on a large scale, but also the impact it will have on individuals.
It is essential that people understand that people will both be effected
and remember the changes.
4. Decide the medium for delivering your message.

Your resources are
limited so use them
wisely when planning
your action piece.

Different situations call for different ways of sending your message. It may be that a public protest
is effective, while at other times behind closed
doors negotiations are best. Keep in mind the individual you are trying to influence; think of how
they might best respond. Remember who you have
working with you and their level of interest and
willingness to contribute to the success of your
delivery.

Your successes will breed future success, but in
the same way it takes more energy to turn on a
motor than to simply run it, it takes a great
deal of power to get your campaign started and
then it will gain its own momentum.
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Case Study 1:

The Dignity for All Students Act
Introduction and History
By Jake Holbrook, 2005 YP4 Fellow

Introduction

Two non-discrimination education bills worked their way through the Texas
Legislature during the 2005 legislative session. One bill protects students from discrimination “on account of ethnicity, color, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, religion, national origin, or disability.” The other bill provides similar protection
for employees of public schools.

equal opportunity to acquire a public education, no Texas law then, or currently, guarantees such rights.
When a Texas student is faced with discrimination, some have the option to go
to the federal court, since these students are protected from discrimination at
the federal level. Unfortunately, Federal courts can have a delay of up to three
years, and federal cases are enormously expensive. The Dignity for All
Students Act would solve this problem by giving students the option of resolving their cases in the more accessible state courts.
Currently, only a few Texas school districts protect students and teachers from
discrimination based on sexual orientation. None provide protection for transgender students or teachers.
These bills will:
• Send a strong, clear message that discrimination and harassment will
not be tolerated.
• Provide a more efficient and less costly way to resolve instances of
discrimination and harassment in Texas schools.
• Guarantee equal access to education for all students regardless of
their background.
• Protect public school employees from being fired based on their
sexual orientation or gender identity so they can openly serve as a
resource for their queer and transgender students.

Discrimination in public schools creates a barrier to obtaining and completing an
education. Though it seems obvious that we would want to provide all youth with an
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Legislative History

Dignity for All Students Act: House Bill 376

In the 2001 legislative session, Harryette Ehrhardt sponsored a non-discrimination in education bill known as House Bill 1296 (HB 1296). HB 1296 was
assigned to the Public Education Committee of the Texas House of
Representatives. The bill passed out of committee with a vote of 6-0. It was
scheduled for a vote on the House floor, where it passed 78-62, but the bill
died in the Senate.

House Bill 376
By Coleman, Anchia, and Farrar
An act relating to a prohibition of discrimination by public education institutions.

The bill was reintroduced in 2003 as HB 862, where it died in the Public
Education Committee.

Be it enacted by the legislature of the state of Texas:
SECTION 1. Chapter 1, Education Code, is amended by adding Section 1.0021 to
read as follows:

The bill was also reintroduced in 2005 as HB 376 and Senate Bill 201 (SB 201).
It was hoped that by introducing the bill in both houses, that it would have a
greater chance of passing. The bill never made it out of committee in either
house.

Sec. 1.0021 DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED. (a) In this section, “sexual preference” has the following meaning only: a preference for heterosexuality,
homosexuality, or bisexuality.

There are plans to reintroduce this bill in much the same manner in the 2007
legislative session.

(b) A public educational institution or employee of a public educational
institution may not discriminate against a student enrolled in the institution on account of the ethnicity, color, gender, gender identity, sexual
preference, disability, religion, or national origin of the student or the
student’s parents.
SECTION 2. This Act takes effect immediately if it receives a vote of two-thirds
of all the members elected to each house, as provided by Section 39, Article III,
Texas Constitution. If this act does not receive the vote necessary for immediate
effect, this Act takes effect September 1, 2005.
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Office of House Bill Analysis - HB 1296*

Legislative Budget Board

*The current DASA (Dignity for All Students Act), House Bill 376, is the same word-for-word as the
previous version, HB 1296, which was introduced in 2001.

FISCAL NOTE, 77th Regular Session

Background and Purpose
Current law requires an educational institution to provide equal opportunities
to all individuals within its jurisdiction or geographical boundaries, and prohibits an educational institution from denying services to any individual eligible to participate in a school district’s special education program. However,
the law does not specifically prohibit an educational institution or one
of its employees from discriminating against a student on account of
ethnicity, color, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, disability,
religion, or national origin. The absence of such an anti-discrimination
law may make it more difficult for some students to prove in a court of
law that the discrimination they suffered was a denial of an equal education opportunity. House Bill 1296 prohibits a public educational institution
or one of its employees from discriminating against a student enrolled in the
institution on account of ethnicity, color, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, disability, religion, or nation origin.

TO:
FROM:

Honorable Paul Sadler,
Chair, House Committee on Public Education
John Keel, Director, Legislative Budget Board

IN RE: HB 1296 by Ehrhardt (Relating to a prohibition of discrimination by
public educational institutions.), As Introduced
NO FISCAL IMPLICATION TO THE STATE IS ANTICIPATED.
Local Government Impact:
School districts could incur additional costs if there is increased
litigation in this area.
Source Agencies:
LBB Staff:

781 Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board, 701
Texas Education Agency
JK, CT, PF

Rulemaking Authority
It is the opinion of the Office of House Bill Analysis that this bill does not
expressly delegate any additional rulemaking authority to a state officer,
department, agency, or institution.
Analysis
House Bill 1296 amends the Education Code to prohibit a public educational
institution or employee of a public educational institution from discriminating
against a student enrolled in the institution on account of the ethnicity, color,
gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, disability, religion, or national origin of the student or the student’s parent.
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Case Study 1:

Emergency Contraception
at the City University of New York
By Kate Mikuliak, 2005 YP4 Fellow

In spring 2004, the newly formed Hunter College Women’s Rights Coalition (HWRC)
finished organizing for the March for Women’s Lives and was looking for the next
project to sink their teeth into. HWRC realized that despite having a majority female
student body, the campus health services center did not offer emergency contraception (EC.) EC is a safe and effective method of preventing pregnancy after unprotected intercourse when taken within 72 hours. However, many students cannot see
their doctor within this time period to obtain the prescription pill, thus increasing
their chances of an accidental pregnancy.
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Unlike other school organizations that have campaigned for EC, the
HWRC did not work directly with their health services center or
school administration. Instead, they focused their attention on the
pending "Public University EC Act," New York State Legislation that
would have made EC available to students at all State University
(SUNY) and City University (CUNY) campuses.
After educating themselves about the State’s legislative process, the
legislative session calendar, and the details of the bill, HWRC began
to build their strategy. They called the bill’s cosponsors to ask who
their targets should be and to set project goals and expectations. They
delegated different responsibilities in the campaign to group members, and spread out the responsibilities of the project.
HWRC began by stirring interest in EC on their campus through
tabling and “bathroom-stall readers” (fliers on the inside doors of the
stalls.) They hosted legislative call-in sessions for students to express
support for the bill. They also collected postcards signed by students
that demanded the passage of the bill. HWRC sent these postcards to
the bill’s cosponsors. Other targets might have been more effective,
including the student’s district representatives, Committee Chairs, or
the Majority leaders of the Senate and Assembly.
In order to demonstrate statewide support for the bill, HWRC
reached out to student organizations at other SUNY and CUNY campuses, asking them to join the EC campaign by distributing/collecting
the postcards HWRC had made. This allowed the other schools to
join the campaign quickly without having to do any planning and
strategizing, but it didn’t give these groups a sense of ownership to
the campaign. The HWRC should have involved these groups earlier
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in the campaign with strategy development and planning in order to strengthen the state-wide movement.

tive they would need to target Republican Senators and Assembly Members
representing districts far away from New York City.

HWRC wanted to show the bill had professional support as well. They identified key health organizations in NY State and asked them to write letters of
support for the bill on agency letterhead. They focused on health organizations
rather than reproductive rights organizations in order to minimize the chance
that their campaign would become a political battleground. In this way, they
hoped that the bill would have a better chance in the Republican-led Senate.
These organizations included the Public Health Association of NYC, the New
York State College Health Association, and the New York State Department of
Health, whose Commissioner would be in charge of establishing the statewide
education and awareness program if the bill had passed. Unfortunately, no one
from these offices ever returned the group’s calls.

It was vital that HWRC had both short and long term strategies for this campaign, as lobbying for legislation can sometimes take years. It is important to
prepare students for the long haul by revisiting the issue every semester to
reevaluate and reinforce the importance of the campaign and of the goal

HWRC’s EC campaign was short-lived: after three months of strategizing and
planning, they had barely gotten off the ground when the bill’s legislative
sponsor was voted out of office in the 2004 elections. While deciding what
their next steps would be, the HWRC realized that Hunter’s health center was
missing something much more vital than EC - it was missing doctors.
Similarly, since EC was still a prescription drug, Hunter students would need
doctors to distribute it. From then on HWRC shifted their efforts to lobbying
the school administration to get more doctors on campus. And left EC on the
back burner.
Had they decided to continue their campaign, their efforts would have included organizing a student lobby day for the bill, in which students would meet
with their Representatives one-on-one. They would have to express their support and perhaps share personal stories to put a face on the issue. This is
where the State-wide coalition would have come in handy: since most Hunter
students come from districts represented by progressive legislators, to be effec-
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They also should have chosen their issue more wisely. The Public University
EC Act would have been an expensive measure to circumvent the real issue at
hand: that EC is still given by prescription in New York State. Simultaneously,
another NY State bill, the “Unintended Pregnancy Prevention Act,” would
have made EC available over-the-counter. This bill was better suited for the
group’s goals politically, had been around for a few years, and finally passed
the following summer (though it was vetoed by NY’s governor.)

Case study take-aways:

2 Prepare for the long haul - bills may take years to pass
2 Build a statewide coalition and include coalition partners from the onset
2 Work closely with the bill’s author(s) and cosponsors
2 Obtain professional organizations’ support
2 Mobilize students through call-ins, letter-writing campaigns, and lobby days
2 Identify targets who have influence over the bill’s future
2 Test the political climate of your legislature - is this really the best time to
lobby for this bill? Is there another bill better suited to your cause?
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Appendix 1:

Sample Letter to an Elected Official
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February 15, 2005
Dear Representative Brown,
I urge you to support the Dignity for All Students Act because it will allow all Texans the
chance for equal opportunity in education.
This bill would help break the barriers students face in public schools due to harassment
and discrimination. This bill protects students from discrimination “on account of ethnicity,
color, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, religion, or national origin.” Currently, no
Texas law protects students from discrimination on any basis.
It is time for Texas to guarantee that all its youth have equal access to public education!
In a study done by the Equality Coalition, 20%-25% of all students are victimized because
of their race or ethnicity each year. Another study by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services showed that 28% of LGBT youth drop out because of discomfort in school
settings.
Clearly, intolerance and bigotry are still problems faced by many students, and Texas needs
to send a message that discrimination and harassment will not be tolerated!
I look forward to hearing from you on how you intend to vote for this bill.

Jake Holbrook

Most sincerely,

Jake Holbrook
Austin, TX
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Things to Notice:

2 The letter’s salutation uses the legislator’s proper title and either first and
last name, or only last name.

2 This letter addresses only the Dignity for All Students Act.
2 The position is stated clearly and concisely.

2 The letter could use more personal reasons for why the bill is important.
• Sometimes you might need to write a letter about an issue you can’t
provide any personal evidence for, but still want to voice your opinion on.
Go right ahead! You’ll still be putting in your two cents!

2 Facts and statistics are a great addition! Just make sure to note the exact
names and dates of the studies you reference.

2 A reply is not overtly requested, but by stating “I look forward to hearing
from you…” it is implied. If you do require response, be much more direct.

2 The address allows the legislator’s staff to ensure you live in their district.
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Appendix 2:

Agenda for Letter-Writing Party

7:00 – 7:30 pm

Guests begin to arrive; light snacks

7:30 pm

Welcome guests; give a brief update and overview
of the issue; hand out letter-writing materials

7:40 – 8:00 pm

Write Letters

8:00 – 8:30 pm

Watch a sitcom and finish snacks

8:30 pm

Everyone begins to leave
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Appendix 3:

Sample Letter to the Editor
This letter was published in the February 2001
issue of Texas Triangle. At the time, the Dignity
for All Students Act was known as the Student
Non-Discrimination Education Bill.

Safe Schools for All

Please support a Texas bill that would promote equal treatment for gay and lesbian
students in public schools.

I am a student at the University of Texas in Austin, where we are privileged to have
a non-discrimination policy that includes sexual orientation. However, most students
throughout Texas are not so fortunate. Only one other public university, Texas A&M,
has a non-discrimination policy covering sexual orientation. And only three school
districts in Texas have such policies covering students in K-12 schools.
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You probably remember what school is like for gay students. For me, growing
up in small-town Oklahoma, homosexuality was a taboo subject. No one
talked about it. Homosexuals didn’t exist. The lack of a supportive environment kept me in the closet for years, terrified that some of my school mates
might uncover this dark secret.
On the other hand, many students today grow up in urban districts where
“homosexual issues” are highly visible. Where I faced indifference, they face
outright homophobia, often in the form of physical violence. Here’s a grueling
fact: 30% of all perpetrators of hate crimes against gay, lesbian, and bisexual
people are under the age of 18. Students are attacking other students!
School is clearly not safe or supportive for its gay and lesbian students. Often
the administration itself ignores the problem. And they are completely legally
justified to do so because Texas has no non-discrimination policy covering gay
students. In fact, students can be expelled from schools simply for being gay!
This session, Representative Harryette Ehrhardt introduced HB 1296, the
Student Non-Discrimination Bill, which prohibits discrimination against students in the public schools on the basis of race, religion, national origin, sex,
sexual orientation, and gender identity.
This bill just provides basic protections to ensure that all students have equal
access to public education. It won’t remedy anti-gay harassment. It won’t
require sensitivity trainings for teachers. But none of this will happen unless
there is first this basic protection against discrimination.
Please write a letter to your Representative in the Texas House now and ask
them to support HB 1296, the Student Non-Discrimination Bill. Find your TX
House Representative at http://www.capitol.state.tx.us/fyi/fyi.htm.
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Here are some important facts to mention in your letter:
1. Texas has no non-discrimination policy protecting students on any basis.
There are no protections based on race, religion, national origin, or sex.
2. According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 28%
of gay youth drop out of schools due to discomfort in the school setting.
3. 20-25% of students are victimized because of race or ethnicity each year.
You can track this bill’s progress or find out more information at
http://www.capitol.state.tx.us and type HB 1296 under “bill information.”
Thank you for taking the time to address this issue, and thank you for your
support.
Sincerely,
Colin Cunliff
Austin, Texas
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Appendix 3:

Sample Guest Editorial

As much as Texas tries to address school safety, a student can never be safe when
they are taunted or physically abused because of their race, religion, national origin,
gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, or disability. The Texas State Legislature
can help protect all public school students from discrimination by passing the
Dignity for All Students Act.
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The bill is desperately needed because upwards of 78% of youth report having
been bullied within the past 30 days, as indicated in a study by the Committee
for Children. The American Association of University Women conducted a
study showing that 85% of female students report having experienced some
kind of harassment in school. Another report from the Safe Schools Coalition
of Washington State shows 43% of students report having been the target of
offensive racial comments or attacks at school. Additionally, high school students hear anti-gay epithets, the insult of choice, an average of 25 times every
day, regardless of the orientation of the target. Violence against straight youth
perceived to be gay increased by 36% in 1998 alone.
Schools that ignore these incidents, or worse, allow faculty and staff to join in
on them, reinforce those harassing behaviors. This leads to lower grades, spotty attendance, and higher dropout rates. In some cases, it can even lead to
aggression. According to the Committee for Children, harassment was a central cause for the school shootings that have made so many headlines.
The Dignity for All Students Act would protect all Texas K-12 public school
students from harassment and discrimination, including on the basis of real or
perceived race, religion, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender
identity, or disability. While some districts have policies against harassment or
discrimination, students in every district in Texas deserve to be protected from
discrimination.
Parents should voice their support for the Dignity for All Students Act by writing, calling or visiting their representative today. Each and every student in
Texas deserves a school that promotes learning and is free from harassment. It
is the responsibility of our public officials to ensure that this is the case.
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Appendix 5:

Sample Letter to Request a Meeting

February 16, 2005
In regards to: Request for Meeting
The Honorable Fred Brown
Texas House of Representatives
P.O. Box 2910
Austin, TX 78768
Dear Mr. Brown:
I am writing to you on behalf of the Texas Students Against Discrimination Coalition, a student/faculty organization based in your district. I would like to request a meeting with you to
discuss your support for House Bill 376, the Dignity for All Students Act.
House Bill 376 would prohibit discrimination in public schools based on race, religion, national
origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, and disability. Currently, no such prohibition
on discrimination exists in the Texas Education Code. However, as students in Texas public
schools, TSADC members can assure you that discrimination and harassment are very real.
We believe that HB 376 is the first step to a solution. As your constituents, we are requesting
15 minutes of your time to meet with you and discuss your support for this important piece of
legislation. A small number of our members are available to meet Monday and Wednesday
afternoons after 4pm and Thursday mornings before 10am.
Please let me know when you are available for a meeting. You can reach me at (555) 555-5555
or on my cell phone at (555) 555-5555.
I look forward to hearing from you. I will be following up with your office in a few days to
schedule an appointment.

Jake Holbrook

Sincerely,

Jake Holbrook
Legislative Coordinator
Texas Students Against Discrimination Coalition
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Appendix 6:

Addressing Procedures
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To write State Representatives:

To write State Senators:

The Honorable [Full Name]
Texas House of Representatives
P.O. Box 2910
Austin, TX 78768-2910

The Honorable [Full Name]
Texas Senate
P.O. Box 12068
Austin, TX 78711-2068

Letter Salutation:
Dear Ms./Mr. [Last Name]:

Letter Salutation:
Dear Senator [Last Name]:

Addressing a State Representative:
“Representative [Last Name]”
“Ms./Mr. [Last Name]”

Addressing a State Senator:
“Senator [Last Name]”
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NOTES

is a Young People For initiative

Young People For

is a program of

